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Abstract
Manpower is one resource that is crucial to any organization or government. The greatest resource a
nation can be proud of is her human resource. This research work explained manpower planning
concept and role played by statistical data and methods in manpower planning. It illustrated the role
by applying statistical techniques in forecasting manpower needs of a hypothetical situation.
The need to cultivate the culture of manpower planning was recommended to the public sector in
particular and to any organization at all in general,

Introduction
Adam and Andrew (1978) defined manpower as number of workers needed for a certain type of work. Nwachukwu
(2000:156) defined planning as "generally implying determining in advance, what should be accomplished and how goals
are to be attained ".
Manpower planning is therefore the determination in advance of manpower needs and how the needs will be met.
The manpower needs of any set-up, either public or private have to be properly planned to achieve the desired goals at
optimum cost. Manpower planning aims at ensuring optimum use of the human resources in employment and to provide for
the future manpower needs in terms of skills, number and ages (Ubeku, 1975).
It involves taking an inventory of manpower available so that decisions can be taken on areas of need and where to
source for the needed manpower. A comprehensive study of current manpower situation will compare the job contents of
each office vis-a-vis the number of personnel assigned. Areas of surplus and shortage can hence be identified. Such may
result in deployment rather than employment.
Manpower planning can be strategic or operational. Strategic planning is long range in nature and process. It states in
specific terms the mission, goals to achieve and how goals are to be achieved. It specifies services to be rendered and how to
create and distribute same (Ujo, 2000). Agbato in Ujo (2000) identified the following steps in strategic human resources
planning:
i) The definition of an organization's central concept.
ii) Establishment of goals.
iii) Decision on plan.
iv) Implementation of plan.
v) Evaluation of plan.
Operational planning, considered a part of strategic plan implementation is on the other hand, short-term in nature.
Short-term plans normally cover between 1-3 years. Operational plans tend to be more specific and detailed in stating how
objectives are to be achieved. They ascertain whether the needed manpower is available and forecast manpower needs in the
immediate future (Ujo, 2000). Ujo remarked further that the use of mathematical techniques including probability,
correlation analysis and simulation techniques are also important steps.
Manpower forecasting entails projecting the future personnel needs and how the needs will be met. Successful
manpower forecasting depends on three basic factors namely: knowledge of present manpower resources; information on the
manpower environment; information on business objectives (Ubeku, 1975).
Statistics and Manpower Forecasting
Statistics can be viewed from two perspectives, namely: statistical data and statistical methods. As statistical
methods, Berenson and Levine (1986) defined statistics as data collection, presentation and characterization of
information to assist in both analysis and decision making process.
The importance of statistics in modern day management cannot be over stressed. Harper (1991) remarked thus:
Only recently has it been realized that society need not be run on the basis of hunches or trial and
error. The development of statistics has shown that many aspects of progress depend on correct
analysis of numerical information and relationships, particularly in economics and business (p. 4).

Statistics contributes to manpower planning in two basic aspects. First, statistical data constitute the raw material
on which plans are based and second, statistical forecasting model could be utilized in forecasting future manpower needs.
Manpower remains crucial to an organization, be it private or public. As observed by Obatomi (1996), government must
know its manpower needs and statistics come in as a ready tool to provide information on availability of manpower. This does
not in any way restrict manpower planning to the public sector.
However manpower planning in the public sector is much more involving than that of any private company for
obvious reasons, although, the latter seems to take more seriously, the issue of manpower planning and its implementation, at

least in Nigeria.

Illustration
In a hypothetical situation, numbers of primary school teachers (in OOO's) needed in an economy for smooth
running of primary schools over a period of time are presented below.
Table 1 Numbers of Primary School Teachers Required
Year 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994
1995 1996
No. 1.85 2.18 2.53 3.50 4.20 4.53
T94 7.23

Year
No.

2000
13.01

2001 2002
15.45 18.70

1997
8.51

,1998 1999
9.81 11.45

2003
22.50

With these data, statistical model useful for forecasting future manpower needs can be developed. Courtesy of
computing facilities, different models can be tried on the data. At the end of the trials, three models that appeared
promising were fitted. The graphs of the unsuccessful linear model and the promising quadratic, cubic and logistic
models are attached as Appendix 1. The results of the modeling exercise are hereby presented.
i) Model: Quadratic
FormY=2.4675-.2619+.1015X2
Origin: 1988
X unit: 1 year

R2-.993;

df=12; F calculated - 2.91; P-value = 0

Remark: Regression is significant.
ii) Model: Cubic
Form:Y=0.8276+0.8005X-0.0593X2-0.0067X3
Origin: 1988

X unit: 1 year
R2=.99S;

df=l 1; F calculated = 51.16; P-value = 0

Remark: Regression is significant.
iii) Model: Logistic

Remark: Regression is Significant
Results revealed that for the quadratic model, 99.3% of variations in manpower needs (Y) is
explained by time(X); for the cubic model, 99.8% of variations in Y is explained by X; for the logistic
model, 99.6% of variations in Y is explained by X. The tests revealed that there is significant

regression for each of the models.
To avoid what is known in the statistics literature as "parameter redundancy", parameters in
each of the models must be tested for significance. 5% level of significance is to be utilized.
Table 2 Test of Significance of Quadratic Model Parameters
P-Value
Parameter Estimate Std. Error T-Ratio
0.508
4.857
0.0004
2.467
0.00890
11.425
0.0000
0.101
-0.262
-1.792
0.0983
-0.262
Table 3 Test of Significance of Cubic Model Parameters
Std. Error T-Ratio
Parameter Estimate
P-Value
0.42173
0,8276
1.753
0.1074
0.247331
3.327
0.8005
0.0079
0.035328
-0.05931
-1.679
0.1213
4.605
0.006699
0.001455
0.0008

Table 4: Test of Significance of Logistic Mode! Parameters
Parameter Estimate Std. Error
T-Ratio
P-Value
.62795
0.002561
323.927
0
.829534
0,017652
35.657
0

Remark
S
S
NS

Remark
NS
S
NS
S

Remark

S
S

Key: S: significant NS;
not significant
Tests results revealed that the last parameter in the quadratic model is not significant; the first
and the third parameters in the cubic model are not significant; all parameters in the logistic model are
significant at 5% level of significance. Hence the logistic model will be used to generate manpower
forecasts. Table 5 presents manpower forecasts for 2004, 2005, 2006 and 2007.

Table 5 Manpower Forecasts in OOP's
2004
2005
Year
30.437
Forecast
26.153

2006
35.223

2007
40.506

Based on these forecasts, the government of the country could then look at the supply aspect. Statistics
of the unemployed potential teachers and students enrollment figures in colleges and universities
offering education courses could provide invaluable guide. If the statistics show that supply cannot
be met locally, other countries that have abundant supply can be approached. Recall that in the late
nineteen seventies and early eighties, there was a strong presence of Indian teachers in Nigerian
secondary and tertiary schools. This is no longer the case since demand can easily be locally satisfied
now.
Conclusion
Planning is one activity that has to be taken seriously if goals are to be achieved. Any nation or
organization that fails to plan obviously plans to fail. The role of statistical data and methods in
manpower planning has been discussed. Statistical data and methods readily make themselves
available for projecting future manpower needs.
A properly planned manpower will minimize redundancy and ensure that optimum sizes of
various categories of manpower in terms of skills, experience and age are maintained so that optimum
productivity can be attained. If manpower planning has been given its deserved attention in the public
service, the redundancy which the federal government is alleging in its workforce would not have
arisen because over blotted workforce would not have evolved. Some of the retrenchments of the past in
public service might not have taken place.
It is worth mentioning that it is not just enough to plan, the courage to implement the plan is
very important. This is to say that while it is important to plan, it is more important to implement. It is
also worth mentioning that forecasts are meaningful only if the political and economic environments
do not change drastically.

It is recommended to the public sector in particular and to all organizations in general that
manpower planning be accorded the recognition it deserves.
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